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Chapter One 

Black Leaf 

 The dark leaf in front of him was curled upward with its skeleton-like red fibres 
pressing through the black skin of the leaf. The fibres looked healthy. This would be a 
wonderful harvest. 
 Tero stroked the leaf with his index finger and felt the waxy residue on the inside its 
curled, brittle form. He pressed his finger to the tip of his tongue and immediately felt a warm 
tingle that tasted bitterly, acerbic. He spit a few times and rubbed his tongue on his sleeve 
above the tattoo on his wrist that read: 3-12-13. 
 “Nice colouring,” An overseer said from behind Tero. 
 “Thank you, sir,” Tero said, tensely. He hadn’t expected an inspection today. 
 “And significantly ahead of the New Year deadline. Good for you,” The overseer smiled, 
darkly. “I guess you didn’t want to follow your predecessor into the Fyre. Well don’t worry,” he 
slapped Tero’s shoulder. “Others will know about your success this year.” 
 Due to what they learned afterward was a new strain of black leaf blight, last year’s 
harvest yielded far less than the acceptable quota and wasn’t even ripe in time for Festival. 
Tero’s former superior had been elected by the selectors as part of the Fyre at the Harvest 
Festival. Tero had been promoted from assistant to the lead harvester for this season in his 
absence. He was one of the youngest to hold that honour. He was only four years out of the 
educational camp but it was his idea that a fungal infection was the cause of the blight and not 
the result of the blight. His idea not not only prevented the blight from decimating this year’s 
crop but in fact greatly increased yield and the speed at which the crop matured. He was 
instrumental in discovering the anti-fungal compound that eradicated the blight from this 
year’s crop. 
Without another word the overseer moved on from Tero and resumed his inspection of the 
crop. 
 Tero exhaled and felt the blood pounding in his ears. Even the mention of the Fyre had 
sent a shudder rippling through him. He’d seen ten Fyre’s in his life once he’d been old enough 
to view the Harvest Festival from their side of the wall. The Twos looked down on the festival 
grounds from their opulent balcony that curved out from the lip of the wall. Even though 
those selected for the Fyre would be returned to the Hatchery in the coming year, the supreme 
agony and fear experienced by those selected; the sound of their skin bubbling and popping, 
their screams as they writhed around inside the flames- 
  “Tero,” Dris, a first year harvester whispered. “You alright?” 
 Tero had been gripping the black leaf stalk so tightly it was contorted at a wild angle 
and some of the leaves had fallen to the ground at his feet. 
 “Pick those up before the overseer returns,” Dris motioned, hastily. 
 Tero picked them up and dropped them gingerly into the wicker collection bin. 



Chapter Two 

The Tunnel 

 Tero should have been enthusiastic about the extra few days of workless leisure before 
the Harvest Festival since his portion of the harvest was over but he couldn’t stop thinking 
about the Fyre. Last year over two hundred people were selected for the Fyre and there were 
rumours that it would be even higher this year. 
 All that remained was for the first years to physically harvest the black leaf crop and 
send it through the wall for processing. It was almost unheard of that Threes would have days 
of workless leisure before the New Year, but the overseer for the Twelfth worker enclave had 
granted them time off. 
 Tero returned home before Bram, Eldron, and Wens, the men he shared a dome with, 
but they were working in the mines and wouldn’t be home until after dark. Until then, he was 
alone with his thoughts. Their mutual friend had been apprehended a few nights ago after a 
drunken rant about Red Eyes became heated and he picked a fight with an undercover 
member of the Eye of the Sun. Liqo hadn’t been seen since his rant and Tero assumed he 
would see him again at the Fyre. Over the years there were hushed whispers of dissent growing 
among the fourteen worker enclaves but only recently had the whispers become shouts. 
  Bram had told him there was gossip about the third worker enclave who had taken up 
their pick axes against the Red Eyes but were all swiftly apprehended and all of the third 
enclave would be seen at the Fyre. 
  More and more, Red Eyes were randomly transferring workers from one enclave to 
another. You’d never know if a new addition to the enclave was a fellow worker or an Eye of the 
Sun plant meant to root out dissenters. 
  Tero often thought about what it would be like if he or Bram would ever be transferred. 
Although, lately, Tero was more concerned about Bram’s attitude in public which at first 
consisted of whispering anti-Red Eye sentiments in the dome at night when everyone else was 
asleep and had grown to him physically grimacing when a Red Eye in full regalia would pass 
them on the street; after he was sure that the soldier wasn’t looking, of course. 
  Two nights ago a large blue eye, the symbol of the resistance, had been painted on the 
side of the tavern in the centre of the enclave. The tavern owners companion was selected for 
the Fyre in punishment for the owner not keeping a close enough eye on the goings on around 
his establishment. 
  The tavern was largely empty since. No one really wanted to spent any time near the 
blue eye lest an undercover got the wrong idea and selected them. 
 Bram had said the tavern owner was still washing the paint off when he’d passed on his 
way to work the day before. 
  Thought of the tavern made him want to drink his anxious thoughts away but didn’t 
want to be the only person there. He remembered he had a bottle of Pori under the cot he’d hid 
from Bram the other night when his tongue was getting a little too loose. 



  Silently, he sat in their dome, cross-legged on one of the four cots, contemplating the 
next few days. 
  Bram burst in to the dome, excited and animated. Tero yelped and knocked the last of 
the Pori onto the dirt ground. 
  “Tero! The world is new!” He shouted. 
 Tero surveyed Bram’s face. He didn’t look intoxicated. 
 “What are you talking about?” Tero stood up and a wave of dizziness swam up his spine 
sloshed around inside his head. 
  Bram laughed as he noticed the overturned bottle of Pori. 
  “Are you drunk?” He hugged Tero and kissed him. “You little rebel.” 
 Tero tried to slur out a response but Bram cut him off. 
 “All I’ve said to you. It’s true. We found a . . . it’s a . . . a tunnel, Tero … we found a 
tunnel in the mine,” Bram was smiling wildly. “It’s like nothing I’ve ever seen. Smooth walls, 
absolutely smooth, that seem to lock together. We didn’t have a portable lantern so I came back 
to-” 
  “Wait, how did you get past your overseers, where are Eldron and Wens?” 
  “They’re still there. No overseer has been by in the past four days. And the guards are 
only posted at the main entrance to the mines. I told you, I think they’re still dealing with the 
third worker enclave and don’t think we’re paying attention here or need supervision,” Bram 
smiled. 
 “Well, obviously they’re wrong,” Tero was trying to force himself sober but he could feel 
the room gently spinning. 
  “Luckily for us,” Bram reached around Tero to grab the lantern beside his cot where 
he’d been drinking in solitude. “We have to get back there. I need to show you this tunnel. We 
don’t know how far it goes. The overhead lights in the mine quickly die out once you enter the 
tunnel.” 
 Bram grasped Tero’s hand and pulled him out of their dome and into the night. 



Chapter Three 

Eyes in the Shadows 

 The mouth of the side entrance of the mine was indeed unwatched when Tero and 
Bram approached. There was no moon in the sky the world was swallowed up beyond the edge 
of their lantern as they neared the mine entrance. The lights fastened to the ceiling made the 
opening look like the ghoulish maw of some massive beast.     
 Tero swallowed hard as they entered. Eldron and Wens were standing on either side of 
the hole in the cave wall that opened up into this new tunnel. 
  “Tero has the lantern,” Bram said as they neared. 
 “Eldron and I think there may be something in the tunnel,” Wens said. “We keep 
hearing scratching noises.” 
  “Wens thinks he hears something,” Eldron corrected. “I think it’s in his head.” 
 “You heard it too,” Wens turned to stare at Eldron. 
  “But the something you think you heard and the something I think I heard have 
different levels of malevolence,” Eldron laughed. “I think it’s some animal. From listening to 
Wens you’d think it was an old monster from the stories they tell in the educational centre to 
deter children from leaving the enclave and exploring the woods or the mountains.” 
  Bram smirked as he took the lantern from Tero and passed into the tunnel. 
  Tero was the last one in and he gasped. 
 Bram was right. It was different, although its construction was reminiscent of the wall. 
Whereas the city wall separating the worker enclaves from the city of Atlen was coarse and 
pockmarked, the walls of this tunnel were smooth with a sheen that reflected the lantern light 
along it into darkness. Tero ran his hand along the wall; over the divots in between the sections 
of wall that indeed look like they were interconnected as Bram had said. 
  “Could the Twos have made-” 
  Bram cut Eldron off. “This looks different.” 
  “Have you seen Atlen?” Eldron retorted. “It might look like this beyond the wall. How 
would you know?” 
  Bram just nodded,  neither in triumph or defeat, and continued walking deeper into 
the tunnel. 
  Tero considered what Eldron had said but noticed that the walls were unnaturally 
smooth, like there was some kind of waxy sheen painted overtop the interconnected bricks. 
The bricks of the walls of Atlen were porous, coarse and crudely pressed together in 
comparison. 
 “Stop,” Bram whispered and Tero’s chest and all his muscles tightened. 
 Tero ripped his eyes away from the walls and stared forward. There were pinpoints of 
luminous blue staring at them from the shadows. 
  “Monsters,” Elron choked. 
 “Demons,” Wens said taking a step backward, almost into Tero. 
 Bram continued forward. 



 “Bram, no!” Tero whispered hoarsely. “Bram!” 
 But he was already halfway between the glowing eyes and his friends who’d stayed 
behind. 
 Tero couldn’t move, he just watched as Bram stepped further and further away. 
Anticipating a scream or some bodily thud, Tero’s faced tensed into a grimace but then he 
heard laughter. 
 “More bricks,” Bram shouted back to them. “Just more bricks. Glowing bricks.” 
The three who stayed behind walked gingerly through the darkness back to the circle of light 
radiating from Bram’s lantern and Bram pointed one of the glowing bricks out to Tero. 
 “There’s something in these bricks that make them glow. Look,” Bram pointed to the 
bend in the tunnel where the lantern was almost unnecessary. 
  Glowing bricks were placed at regular intervals and the ground could be easily seen. 
After the bend, the tunnel in front of them ran on for staggeringly long distance, while also 
branching off into side tunnels again at regular intervals. 
  “Who made these tunnels,” Tero dazedly stepped forward through the light of the 
glowing bricks. 
  “The Two’s, who else?” Wens said, picking up the pace. 
  “But Bram’s right, this doesn’t look like the work of the Two’s,” Tero said. 
  “Who else could it be?” Eldron asked. 
  “Ones,” Bram said from the front of the group. 
  Wens laughed. “Ones? It’s been generations and generations since the Ones left. We 
rebelled against them and they split us up into Threes and Twos before they left. Don’t you 
remember your scripture.” 
 Bram was silent. 
 In confidence, Bram had told Tero about his misgivings of scripture. He was skeptical. 
But skeptics were selected for the Fyre so no one ever openly let on about their skepticism. 
  Tero didn’t know how long they’d been walking when Bram said, “We should head back 
and come again tomorrow night. I remember how to get back right now but I’m worried that if 
we continue any further tonight we’ll get lost and we won’t get back until the Red Eyes will 
notice we’re missing and will come looking.” 
  They all agreed that that was the prudent decision and started back the way they came. 
  Very faintly in the centre of each of the glowing bricks was a little embossed symbol of 
an eye. He’d missed it until now, it was very subtle. It looked exactly like the eye that had been 
painted on the tavern’s outer wall. 
 
 



Chapter Four 

Curfew 

 Tero was nervously pacing the dome, making zigzag patterns in the dirt with his 
sandals as he meandered the dirt floor. 
  Once they’d reached the mouth of the tunnel, the four of them had tried to disguise the 
entrance so that a guard or a Red Eye wouldn’t discover it for themselves before they had a 
chance to come back and map the tunnel. 
  Earlier in the morning, Tero had gone by the field office under the guise of seeing how 
the harvest was going but returned to the dome with paper and a few writing utensils hidden 
among the folds of his robes. 
 Ever since Bram had mentioned it the previous night, Tero was noticing how few 
guards and conspicuous Red Eyes were actually patrolling the thirteenth enclave. Maybe there 
was something to Bram’s theory about quelling problems in other enclaves. 
  Thirteen was pretty quiet after what many called the great purge a few years ago where 
one hundred and forty-five men were selected for the Fyre from the thirteenth enclave alone. 
Bram had a former companion who was part of that Fyre. Bram was a few years older than 
Tero who had not even finished his education when the great purge happened. He 
remembered instructors telling him and his fellow students not to be too mournful of those 
lost in the purge because that meant all one hundred and forty-five would be reborn the next 
season in the hatchery after their souls were cleansed in the Fyre. The scriptures said that the 
Fyre purified the souls of the wicked and restored their innocence making them new again. 
  Wens talked about that purification a lot after a close friend of his, Khem, was selected 
early in the season for the upcoming Fyre. All were expected to be pious followers of the 
scriptures but Wens was markedly the most pious of the group. 
  Tero knew that Bram was distrustful of Wens but hid it exceedingly well. Bram was 
distrustful of most people. 
  Once Bram, Wens, and Eldron returned from the mines they waited until the sun was 
beginning to set before heading back to map the tunnel. 
  Tero secured the papers and writing tools in his robe before heading to the door when 
there was an abrasive knock shocked everyone to attention. 
  “Dome 3.12.13,” the coarse voice said. “Open up by order of the Eye of the Sun.” 
  The four exchanged panicked, darting glances. 
  They composed themselves and Bram opened the door. 
 “Worker,” the guard dressed in red leather armour said. “There is a mandatory sermon 
taking place in the religious centre starting in 15 minutes and will run until curfew.” 
  “Curfew?” Bram inquired and the guard glared at him. 
  “Excuse me, worker. Did you just address me?” 
  Bram was silent and quickly looked down at his feet. 
  “A new curfew will be enacted from now until after the festival. You are to report 
directly to the religious centre and stay there until curfew is announced,” the guard said. There 



was a pause and the four waited for the guard to continue. “Now!” He barked and the four left 
the dome and headed directly to the religious centre. 



Chapter Five 

The Religious Centre 

 “The white birds brought death,” the priest was saying at the front of the packed 
religious centre. “The entire world was at war and the white birds turned on their masters and 
dispersed them to the winds. Atlen rose out of the ashes of that world because of the sage 
Atohk, the one whose vision and power shielded us all from the white birds.” 
  Tero sat beside Bram in the pews, the papers and writing tools still hidden in his robes. 
  “What are we going to do?” Tero whispered. “There’s a curfew after the service. How 
are we going to be able to get to the mines?” 
 Bram was staring forward, silently. Tero could tell his mind was off somewhere else 
thinking of solutions. 
 “The Children of Atohk lived in a new paradise of his design for thousands of years. 
Our saviour and protector from the destruction of the outside world, Atohk, begat mighty 
sons who -” 
  Finally Bram spoke. “I don’t think there is anything we can do tonight except head back 
to the dome and wait for inspection after curfew.” 
  “But what about the tunnel?” Tero whispered. 
 Bram was silent. 
 “A plague had ravaged the world and made the beasts mad and the crops wilt and the 
trees die,” the priest said. “The Children of Atohk spent years wandering the wilderness trying 
to escape the blight that stretched out over the world and the white birds that circled the skies.” 
 Tero had heard these stories over and over again since his first moments in the 
education centre and then three times per week at mandatory sermons for the rest of his life. 
  Atohk was the founder of Atlen after a cataclysmic war. The Children of Atohk lived in 
harmony inside its walls. Generations ago, an uprising of greedy men challenged the power of 
the Dahk, a title given to the spiritual leader of Atlen. The rebellion was prevented and the 
Dahk broke the Children of Atohk into three groups. The Ones, the Twos, and the Threes. 
Only the purest most righteous were allowed to be a part of the Ones who live in the Black 
Tower built into the mountain at the spine of Atlen. He’d never seen a One but then again, he’d 
never seen a Two closer than the balcony at the Fyre. Twos were given dominion over Atlen 
and resources beyond the walls of the city and the Threes were made up of those who rebelled. 
Threes were given into servitude of the Twos and Ones for their treason. 
 Tero had zoned out for long enough to miss the founding of Atlen and the priest was 
talking about the years of peace and prosperity before the fall. 
  Bram was still staring forward, deep in thought. 
  “We head back to the dome tonight and we think of a plan tomorrow,” he said finally. 
“There’s nothing else we can do tonight.” 



Chapter Six 

The Tavern 

 Tero kept waiting for guards to slam their fists on the door for a curfew check but it was 
almost light and no one had come around. None of the four slept at all that night. They each 
lay on their cot and stared at the ceiling, staining their ears for the most minuscule sound 
alerting them to the presence of guards. Usually there was the sound of the wind rushing 
through the trees or the sound of insects chirping out to one another, but last night there was 
an ominous, dead silence. 
 Wens, Eldron, and Bram left their cots to get ready for their roll call at the mines and 
Tero lay in bed, contemplating what to do all day with his free time before the festival. 
 He went by the tavern around noon and not surprisingly found himself among a select 
few who had been awarded time off before the festival. 
 The tavern owner, Atu, was looking despondent. His eyes looked absently out at the 
tavern as though he were looking through the walls and out into black emptiness. 
  Tero picked up his Pori and moved over to the bar. 
 “Another?” Atu asked after he noticed Tero. 
 Tero shook his head and held up his half full goblet of Pori. 
 “I’m sorry about your companion,” Tero said after a long silence, thinking about how 
he’d feel if the Red Eyes had come for Bram. 
 Atu forced a smile. “He’ll be reborn again in the next season at the hatchery.” 
 Tero nodded knowingly, but inwardly Tero remained unconvinced. 
 He returned to the dome in the afternoon and lay on the cot staring at the ceiling in 
silent anxiousness. The front door shot open and Bram, Eldron, and Wens rushed in much 
earlier than expected. 
  “You’re back?” Tero stammered. 
  “I knew it was a ruse,” Bram said. 
  Tero looked confusedly at his three friends who were getting ready for their excursion 
into the tunnels. 
 “There were no guards at roll call today,” Eldron said. " 
 “None?” Tero was surprised. 
 “None to check curfew through the night, none at roll call in the morning, and none 
patrolling the mines during the day,” Bram said. “I think the rumours may be accurate. The 
Twos are trying to quell another rebellion in the enclaves.” 
“But what if they come back soon? You’ll still supposed to be in the mines,” Tero said. 
“That’s why we’re heading back now,” Bram smirked as he handed Tero his sandals. 



Chapter Seven 

Rooms and Hallways 

 The entrance to the tunnel was in a part of the mines that wasn’t currently being 
worked on so there weren’t any other labourers to ask questions when a black leaf crop 
specialist arrived at the mine with three miners. 
 They quickly entered the tunnel and closed off the entrance as well as they could from 
the other side to make sure anyone who did happen upon the hole in the wall might not see it 
right away. 
 Tero stared marking off their position on the map by lantern and drew outward from 
there as they began surveying the tunnels. 
 They came to the hallway with the glowing bricks and the first real intersection. 
 “Should we follow the left tunnel first and come back and map the right before 
continuing on?” Tero asked. 
 Bram nodded. 
 Now that Tero was aware of the subtle eyes in the centre of the bricks he couldn’t stop 
seeing them, staring at him. 
 The left hallway ended abruptly in a square room that was lit entirely with a ceiling of 
the luminescent bricks. He put the lantern down at the entrance of the room and began taking 
in the strangeness of it all. 
 The back wall was comprised of various inert knobs and buttons and displays that Tero 
and his friends had no words for. Technology of this kind simply did not exist and they were at 
a loss for the meaning and mechanism behind it. There were chairs and a central table which 
were both covered in layers of dust. Arcing out from the righthand wall was a panel of buttons 
and sliders framed by symbols Tero had never seen before. He tried to copy as close a facsimile 
as possible on the margins of his map before they left the strange room and backtracked to the 
main tunnel where they took the right hallway to another room. 
  Tero blinked back tears as they entered the room. The brightness was almost 
overpowering. The entrance to the room was bottlenecked by a narrow passage framed with 
glowing ribs that wrapped from floor to ceiling and then down again into the floor like a pillar 
of light in the centre of the room. After the bottleneck, the room opened up into a brilliantly 
white space that looked agelessly clean yet somehow Tero suspected it was ancient. 
  “Where was this in our scriptures,” Wens gasped. 
  “It wasn’t,” Bram said, coldly. 
 The far end of the room had a wall of knobs and buttons just like the ones in the 
previous room but none in the group could make any sense of it. 
  They returned to the main tunnel and proceeded forward. The branching rooms as they 
continued down the length of the tunnel all had a very similar make up; unnaturally bright 
light, strange technology, and a paradoxically antique newness. 
  They came across one room that was larger than the others that housed a breathtaking 
amount of the strange technology in organized heaps and standardized rows. At the centre of 



the room was what looked to be a bird made of metal, three times the size Bram who stood 
slack jawed in front of Tero as he marvelled at the unusual metal bird. It too was inert. As Tero 
neared and touched the feathers of the enormous bird they felt cold and artificial. He tapped 
his knuckles on one of the large feathers and a hallow, resonant sound echoed throughout the 
room. The feathers of the bird were the same colour as the walls in the blindly bright room, a 
luminous white. He walked around to the other side of the bird but could not find a head or a 
beak or any kind of top to it; just the thick, white wings and a heavy body. 
  There was an audible thud in the hallway behind them and the four of them exchanged 
worried looked as they realized they were all present in the room. 
  The looked out into the hallway and quietly waited for another sound to indicate they 
hadn’t just been hearing things. 
  “Hello?” Wens called finally and Eldron slapped him in the shoulder and pressed a 
finger to his own lips. 
  Everyone else was still but Bram took a few steps forward. Bram broke out into a jog 
and disappeared through the passage and into the tunnel. The three remaining shared 
apprehensive glances before following after Bram. 
  Tero tried to calculate how many footfalls he was hearing echoing about the tunnel as 
they followed but they all seemed like jumbled cacophony of noise. 
  Up ahead, Bram had stopped running and the others caught up shortly after, panting 
and trying to catch their breath. 
  “Whatever it was it’s gone,” Bram said staring down the length of the tunnel. 
  “How many intersections did we pass?” Tero asked as he tried to calculate it in his 
mind and tick them off on his map. No one answered him but it was then that Tero realized 
why. 
  Everyone else was focused on the muffled sound that seemed to be coming from the 
walls. There were voices and they seemed to be having a conversation. Tero could pick out the 
words festival and balcony. 
  Bram was pressing his ear up against the wall and motioned with a wave of his hand to 
continue down the tunnel. They followed Bram until they came to a large door that didn’t have 
a handle, just a large rectangular frame built into an otherwise dead end. 
  The voices on the other end were clearer now. 
  “The Fyre is my favourite part of the festival. Sure there’s the fresh black leaf and 
ceremonial Pori but there’s nothing quite like sitting on the balcony overlooking the Fyre,” one 
of the voices said. 
  “The smell,” another said. 
  “Yes, that smell and the varying colours of the fire. Miners always turn the flame a 
slight blue. Have you noticed that?” 
  “It’s something to do with the ore in the mines or something.” 
  There was no way for Bram to grip on to to pull open the door but he ran his hands 
along the edges of the door and the surrounding bricks. One brick felt loose under his touch 
and he pressed it harder. The brick seemed to give way and then returned to its position. He 
pushed it harder and felt an audible click as the handle-less door sled away, into the wall. They 
stepped through and were in a room draped with ornate fabrics and long padded cots. There 



was a whir of movement behind them and the door slid back to its previous position. From 
this side you couldn’t tell that it had once been a doorway. This side of the door was made to 
look like any of the other walls in that space. 
  Bram tested the bricks around the door again and found the corresponding mechanism 
to open the door from that side. 
  “Oh, that’s in particularly poor taste,” a voice said and the group tensed. They’d been 
discovered. 
  A pair of Twos in colourful, decadent robed stared down the Threes. 
  “Really?” 
  The group was silent. 
  “Dressing like Threes on the night of the Fyre,” the other Two said. 
 Tero had almost forgotten about the Fyre. The Two was right. The ceremony was about 
to start shortly. 
  Terrifying thoughts came flooding over him, overpowering his mind. They were 
beyond the wall and inside Atlen and they’d been discovered by Twos. Would they be added to 
the many selected for the Fyre? 
 “We should change?” Tero said after a long silence. 
 Both of the Twos laughed and pulled on lit sticks of what Tero could smell were made 
of dried black leaf. 
  “Such dark costumes,” one of the Twos said getting closer. 
 Tero turned his wrist so that neither of the Twos would see his tattoo. 
  “Who made these for you? They’re perfect,” one of the Twos began touching Eldron’s 
robes. 
 “You’re right,” Bram said grabbing the Two’s hand away from his inspection of Eldron. 
“This is inappropriate. Could we borrow something more festive?” 
  The Twos laughed again and directed them to a side room where clothes were hanging. 
 “You might want to shower first though,” the Two chuckled. “You’re all quite ripe.” He 
pointed to the end of the room where water was raining down from the ceiling. 
  “Thank you,” Bram said and disrobed and entered the water. 
 Hesitantly the other three began to join him and the Twos laughed riotously. 
 They both continued to pull on the black leaf sticks and exhale the pungently sweet 
smoke. 
 “You’re an interesting group,” One of the Twos said and then left the room. “You’re 
taking this Three thing a little far. You don’t have to share the shower. We get it. Threes live an 
awful, drab existence.” 
  Tero moved to his own stall and braced himself for the cold shock of a shower  but was 
stunned to learn the water was warm and clear and fragrant. 
  The showers in the thirteenth workers enclave were icy cold and grossly overcrowded. 
 There were aromatic soaps sitting in cradles made of dried roots at chest level. Tero 
washed himself and his matted hair and watched the brown water that slid off his body 
gradually become clear. 
 After the shower the four changed into the kind of ornate robes the Twos had been 
wearing and together they left the bath house and entered Atlen. 



Chapter Eight 

Behind the Wall 

 Tero never thought he’d ever see what was behind the wall. Before this moment, his 
only other choice would have been to join the Red Eyes. Threes could become a sort of 
honorary Two but in reality it was more akin to just being a Three who lived behind the city 
walls and seen as a traitor to fellow Threes while remaining beneath the Twos as seen by those 
in Atlen. Although Tero would have no way of knowing the politics of all that. To him, the 
Threes who decided to join the Eye of the Sun after their time in the education centre were 
able to leave the bleak, blandness of a life of a Three and take part in the life of a Two. Tero 
realized it came at a price. Threes never trusted a Mutt, the derogatory and dismissive 
nickname a Three who joined the Red Eyes were referred to behind their backs. Tero had 
never planned to join the Red Eyes and had accepted that he’d never see the city of Atlen for 
himself, but he was here now and it was taking every part of him not to outwardly show how 
in awe he was. 
 Tero noticed that Bram didn’t look full of awe. Instead, Bram’s eyes darted around 
calculatingly, taking it in on an almost tactical level. To their left they could see the wall from 
the other side. It didn’t seem to look as large and imposing as it did from the Threes’ side.  
 Bram decoded Tero’s face and whispered to him, “it’s because there are rooms beneath 
us that make up for the rest of the height of the wall. I’m guessing there must be another four 
or five layers of rooms beneath us from what the wall looks like from the other side.” 
 Atlen’s street level was populated with square stone buildings set apart from one 
another by alleyways that were covered by fabric. There were little shops that opened up to the 
street and it looked as though the second floors of every building were used as residences. 
 They passed shops selling items that Twos would adorn themselves with. They were 
made up of sparkling rocks and painted fabrics that they’d wear on their heads or 
Tero didn’t understand the practice as no one in the worker enclave adorned themselves with 
anything other than their white robes. He didn’t understand the concept of currency either and 
starred bemused at a pair of Twos picking out items and paying the shop keeper with pieces of 
metal pressed into a flat circle. 
 There was an older man speaking loudly just outside the next building in front of them. 
  “Speak with the Sibyl,” the old man shouted. “Let her tell you about your future. Let her 
read what the next season holds for you.” 
  Her? He’d never heard that term before. 
  “Her,” he whispered to Bram but was told to hush. 
  The four continued to the centre of the city where there was a massive structure that 
dwarfed the others. 
  Tero felt eyes on him and he turned around. There were hundreds of eyes though none 
of them were trained on him or his companions. They all looked too busy dealing with 
whatever they were doing to notice four fellow Twos. When he turned back, Bram, Eldron, and 



Wens had entered the structure. There was a thick scent of something he recognized to be the 
substance the other Twos were enjoying in the bathhouse. 
  The main floor of the structure housed nearly a hundred Twos sitting or lying on 
various objects and smoking the substance Tero believed to be black leaf. They stretched out 
and looked to be in a state of supreme relaxation while some seemed giddy and inebriated. 
  The giddiness kind of reminded him of the effects of too much Pori but whereas Pori 
made one more energetic and productive, this black leaf seemed to have the opposite effect. 
They all seemed docile and languid. 
  “A taste of the black leaf, friends?” A man in a gold-gilded black robe and matching 
cylindrical hat said as he offered a pipe in the direction of Tero. 
  Tero looked at Bram and couldn’t read his face. 
  “I will, sir,” Eldron said. 
  “Sir,” the old man laughed. “No need for formalities here, friends. Today is the harvest 
festival.” 
  The old man lit the end of the pipe for Eldron and as he pulled on it the bowl of pipe 
glowed a calming red. 
  After Eldron was done, the old man passed it to Wens and then to Tero who all 
partook. 
  It finally came to Bram and he declined. 
 “I’m taking care of my friends,” Bram said. 
 “A noble gesture,” the old man smiled and moved on to other Twos who were only now 
entering the structure behind them. 
 Very quickly, Tero noticed a change in his perception. The world around him seemed to 
glow in a newness that was at once optimistic and inviting yet also cast a gauze-like blur over 
everything. His head felt like it was humming softly and his anxiety flooded away. His eyelids 
were growing heavy and he didn’t even mind that Bram was giving him a disapproving look. 
Wens sat down where he was and started giggling with a large smile across his face. At first 
Tero couldn’t remember the last time he’d seen Wens genuinely smile and then recalled that it 
was before his friend had been selected for the Fyre earlier in the season. 
  Not even that sombre fact could bring anxiety to Tero as the effects of the black leaf 
took a stronger hold on him. All the people walking around the structure seemed to leave 
trails behind them as they moved. Tero chuckled as the feeling of motion tickled his insides. 
He wasn’t moving, but it felt like he was floating around the room in a circle; around and 
around. 
  “This is bliss,” Tero sighed and Wens and Eldron giggled. 
 “Well I’m glad you three are having fun,” Bram said as his eyes scanned the crowd 
suspiciously. 
 Tero was no longer worried about being discovered. In fact, he was no longer worried 
about anything. Never before had he felt such weightlessness and serenity. 
  “I’m floating, Bram,” Tero cooed. 
 “No you’re not, Tero,” Bram rolled his eyes. “You’re sitting on the floor like a fool.” 
 “It feels wonderful to be a fool,” Tero giggled and Eldron and Wens concurred. 



“Okay,” Bram helped Tero up to his feet. “We should keep moving don’t you think? Maybe 
head back to the bathhouse?” 
  “Already?” Tero tried to frown but found that his face wouldn’t let him. Instead he 
giggled. 
  “Let’s not press our luck, friends,” Bram assisted everyone into a standing position and 
lead them out of the structure back into the city street. 
  The change in scenery was at first overwhelming and Tero thought his knees might 
buckle, but he gripped onto the Bram and stayed upright. 
  The sounds of the crowd swelled to a cacophonous roar and the heavy sunlight 
streaming down from above caused Tero to squint. 
 There was a long, resonant bleat from horns around the city. He recognized that sound. 
It was time to start the harvest festival and that meant starting the Fyre. The crowd seemed to 
all change direction at once and follow the same path to the city wall. The crowd began 
compressing at the stairs that led up to the viewing platforms. From this side of the wall, Tero 
could see that the small circular holes at the top of the wall had been very sizeable viewing 
ports this whole time with an entire room where nearly thirty people could view the Fyre at 
each of the view platforms. 
 “You four,” Tero heard a familiar voice shouting among the din. “Hey, you four. From 
the bath house.” 
 Tero dazedly tried to pinpoint the source of the voice and found the Twos from earlier 
waving at them from a higher, more opulent viewing platform. 
 “Join us!” One of them said. “We’ll make room for you with us up here.” 
 Bram gripped Tero’s hand in opposition but someone in the crowd broke Bram’s grip as 
they’d moved between them to get to their viewing platform. Eldron and Wens followed Tero 
to the stairwell that led to the even fancier viewport where the Twos were waving from. Bram 
apprehensively joined them after he realized it was too late to do any different. 
 “I recognize that look, friends,” the first Two smiled. “Did you come from the temple?” 
 Tero didn’t know if that’s what the structure was but he nodded anyway. 
 “Where are my manners,” the first Two said. “I’m Su’endrus and this is my companion 
Arte’musan.” 
 “Tero, Bram, Eldron, and Wens,” Tero replied and Bram’s eyes grew large and wild. 
 Su’endrus and Arte’musan laughed boisterously. 
 “Still pretending to be Threes I see,” Su’endrus wiped a tear from his eye. “Well, at least 
you aren’t wearing those hideous costumes. What ever gave you the idea to wear costumes 
anyway?” 
 Tero shrugged. 
 The horns wailed again and Su’endrus rubbed his hands together excitedly. 
 “It’s starting!” 
 From their vantage point in the viewing platform, Tero was beginning to experience 
vertigo. They were now stories above the festival platform looking down at four attendants 
who were rolling out a carpet to the centre of the platform and smoothed it all out once it was 
unravelled. To the right was the wall, pressing out at a ninety degree angle from the viewing 
platform. Technically they were again beyond the wall and on the Three’s side. From this 



height Tero could make out the domes of the nearest worker enclave which would have been 
the fourth workers’ enclave if his memory served him correctly. To the left was a wall of Threes 
clamouring for a view of the Dahk and eventually the Fyre. Looking down on his fellow Threes 
felt like an otherworldly experience and the black leaf muddying his mind wasn’t helping. 
 The horns sounded again and two narrow but unusually tall red doors opened out from 
the wall and the Dahk emerged. Tero only saw the Dahk once every year at festival and it 
always gave him a chill. There was something majestically sinister about the Dahk that Tero 
couldn’t quite pinpoint; a man to equally revere and fear. 
 The Dahk stepped up to the edge of the carpet and raised his hands. A hush fell over 
the crowd. 
  “There was peace in Atlen for generations until Iam and his followers, his Akhu, 
destroyed that peace with their treasonous rebellion. The descendants of Atohk formed the Eye 
of the Sun in defence of the traitorous Akhu and pushed them back outside the walls of Atlen 
and outside the descendants of the Akhu will forever stay,” the Dahk lowered his arms. 
 A Three attendant submissively approached from behind holding a sceptre and a ball of 
incense on a crimson red pillow. 
 The Dahk gripped the sceptre and struck the city wall with it. There was a groan of 
movement as a massive black painted door rose upward and disappeared into the higher levels 
of the wall. 
 Behind the door were hundreds of Threes. More than Tero had ever seen selected for 
the Fyre at one time. 
  The black leaf was beginning to subside and he could feel anxiety filter back into his 
mind. 
  “Quite a lot of Threes this year,” Su’endrus said. 
 “There’ll be a lot of new children at the hatchery next season when they are all revived,” 
Wens said. 
 “Oh you are cruel,” Su’endrus laughed. “I like you.” 
  Wens looked confusedly at him and it only made Su’endrus laugh harder. 
  “After the rebellion the Ones left us,” the Dahk said. “They were afraid that the world 
they’d created for us all had fragmented and become unsafe for them. They left us, the Twos-” 
the crowd of Twos along the walls cheered in an ominous roar. “-to secure safety and 
prosperity in their absence. They reside now in the Black Tower, watching us all. Waiting for 
their time to return. Every year at the Harvest Festival, we must select the chaff from the crop 
and only when the forty generations of Akhu, the children of treachery, have been sifted will 
the Ones return from their slumber in the Black Tower and unite us all again.” 
  The selected Threes were prodded onto a platform above the Fyre by a group of Red 
Eyes with spears. 
  “Start the Fyre!” the Dahk yelled and the voices of the Threes below and the Twos along 
the viewing platforms blended together in a roaring in response. 
  A contingent of Red Eyes lit the base of the Fyre which quickly erupted in a column of 
flame that licked upward towards the Threes waiting above. 
  “May you all find redemption in the next life,” the Dahk said. 



  Su’endrus laughed and clapped a hand on his thigh every time one of the Threes was 
poked into the fire by the Red Eyes with spears. 
  They could hear the screams of the Threes as they writhed around in the flames until 
they each became still. One by one the hundreds of threes were pushed upon the blazing Fyre 
and even before they were halfway through they needed to reform the fire and remove some of 
the charred bodies suffocating the fire. 
  Once they’d cleared away some of the bodies and added more wood onto the Fyre they 
started again and Wens could make out his friend, Khem, in the next batch of those meant for 
the Fyre. 
  Wens whispered his friends name and Bram gripped his hand to silence him. 
  “What was that?” Su’endrus said, craning his next to see the next to face the Fyre. 
Su’endrus didn’t wait for Wens to answer he laughed and continued, “Poor fools.” 
  “What do you mean?” Wens asked. 
  “Those Threes are such idiots. Passively accepting the flame,” Arte’musan said. 
  “It’s cute that they still believe they’ll be reincarnated. They’re like good obedient cattle 
with a carrot dangling in front of their dopey idiot faces,” Su’endrus laughed again and pulled 
on one of his black leaf sticks. “Hatchery. Poor ignorant, fools.” 
  Tero could see pulsing hatred in Wens eyes and his fists clench together. 
  Wens gripped his hands around Su’endrus’ throat and grit his teeth down in the most 
hateful grimace Tero had ever seen. 
  “Die you evil bastard,” Wens screamed and pressed his thumbs into Su’endrus’ 
windpipe. 
  Shocked and terrified, Su’endrus impotently swatted at Wens arms and face. No one 
knew what to do. They were all just staring at Wens and Su’endrus, silently horrified. 
  The two fell off their chairs and stumbled toward the edge of the viewing platform. 
  “Die!” Wens shouted and pushed Su’endrus over the edge but not before he’d gripped 
the base of Wens robes pulling him over along with him. 
  It all seemed to Tero that it was happening in slow motion. He could see the moment 
that the pure hatred in Wens eyes turned to shock and then into terror as the momentum of 
Su’endrus’ fall pulled him along too. Wens eyes widened in the instant he realized he too was 
doomed and then the two passed over the edge and finally disappeared. 
 Eldron and Tero raced to the edge too late to see Su’endrus hit the concrete but just in 
time to see Wens connect with a force that split his body open and spread his insides around 
the platform. The Dahk stopped and looked up, directly at Tero and he could feel his heart skip 
  Arte’musan gripped Tero’s arm in disbelief and shock. He looked over at Tero 
accusingly but then saw the tattoo on his wrist. 
  3.12.13 
  “You ARE a Three,” Arte’musan shriek. “You’re a THREE!” 
  Bram threw a punch that knocked Arte’musan off his chair and he crumpled limply to 
the ground. Most eyes were still on the broken bodies of Su’endrus and Wens stories below so 
few noticed as Bram grasped Tero’s wrist and pulled him into the roiling crowd. Eldron was at 
the viewport staring disbelievingly down at the body of his friend. 



  “He’s a Three!” Shouted Arte’musan as he rubbed his sore jaw and stood up, pointing at 
Eldron. “He’s a fucking Three!” 
  A Red Eye appeared behind Eldron and cracked him on the back of the head with a 
black club. 
 Tero saw Eldron’s limp body collapse against the wall as his view was swallowed up by 
the crowd. 
  “We have to get back to the bathhouse,” Bram panted. 
  Tero’s brain was still slowed and foggy from the black leaf and he felt like he was 
existing two moments behind reality. 



Chapter Nine 

Escape 

 In the confusion at the wall, no one appeared to be at the bathhouse but when they 
turned the corner there was a group of four Red Eyes pacing the street and they 
“Hey, you two,” one of the Red Eyes called to them. “Show me your papers.” 
Bram looked at Tero with a saddness he’d never seen before. Bram hugged him and whispered 
in Tero’s ear. “Try to lose them and meet back here. If I’m not here, just head back to the dome 
and I’ll find you there.” 
Bram burst away from Tero, in the direction of the temple in the centre of the city. 
Tero was still dazed from the black leaf but had come down significantly and the impulse to 
run kicked in. Two of the guards broke off and followed Bram and Tero. 
  “Stop!” the guard barked from behind him and they were closing in fast. 
  “Bathhouse,” spoke the word just loud enough for Tero to hear before bolting away 
from him off in the direction of the shop that gave them black leaf. Most of the guards broke 
off and chased after Bram but one guard stayed with Tero and he was fast. 
  Tero ducked under a shop’s curtain only to be shoed off by the merchant, knocking him 
backward into some produce Tero had never heard of. Tero got his composure as quickly as he 
could but the guard was almost upon him. He slid over the merchant’s counter knocking over 
even more produce to the frustrated grunts of the merchant. He ran into an alley behind the 
shop and immediately realized it was a dead end, but not before the guard had blocked his 
escape at the mouth of the alley behind him. 
 “How in Atohk’s name did you Threes get behind the wall?” 
  Tero squeaked an anxious reply yet no words followed. His throat was tight and his 
mind was ablaze with dark thoughts of being added the Fyre. He clenched his eyes shut and 
heard the guard emit a pained grunt but then there was silence. Tero kept his eyes shut even as 
he began to feel a warmness on his back and shoulders. The warmness spread and sunk into 
him. He finally opened his eyes when the warmness bled into his fingertips and his whole body 
shivered. The room around him had grown even brighter than before and was still growing. 
He turned to face the light and the warmth hit Tero’s chest. It was a calming, comforting light. 
And then the light became too much and he squinted and finally pressed his eyelids down 
tightly but the light continued to become brighter and brighter until he lost consciousness.  



Chapter Ten 

Memories of Atohk 
 Atohk sat at the edge of the world, as he had so many times before, looking out at the 
endless sea beyond him. He let his legs hang over the cliff ’s edge and felt the warmth of the air 
rushing up from the waves far below as it thundered past his ears. He let his hands rest at his 
side, gently caressing his palms into the black grass around him. The red glow of God burned 
dimly just beyond the thatan horizon that only barely held back Dene’s icy blackness which 
emanated from what the Dahk referred to as the Darkness. 
 Atohk was acutely aware of the deadness of the space around him as he pensively ran 
the thick fingers of his left hand through his dark beard. There were no animals which floated 
on the air. There were no animals which wandered through the vast sea. Even those on land 
were increasingly harder to find since the blight. 
 Has Thamos cursed us? Atohk wondered. Is he punishing us? How may we seek 
forgiveness for something we don’t know we committed? 
 He felt weak, though he’d almost forgotten how to feel otherwise. 
 “I curse you,” Atohk hissed through gritted teeth. 
 How long had it been since the blight first appeared? The dori herd had begun to show 
signs of the blight just after leaving the plains and entering the Opedes forest, or at least that’s 
what the Dahk called the forest. It just looked like another forest to him. 
Shortly after, the herd had gotten sick, the meat of those animals would in turn cause members 
of the tribe to get sick, and eventually die. It became necessary for the hunters like Atohk to 
recognize the symptoms of the blight and not hunt those dori  that were sick. 
 The symptoms were very easy to spot. The dori’s normally luminous hair would fall out 
in patches, and their skin tone beneath would turn a slightly greenish hue. The whites of their 
eyes would grow a sickly yellow and green mucous that would encrust the folds of skin around 
them. The same mucous would dribble out the dori’s snout and ears. They’d begin to make 
distressed noises and behave erratically, attacking others in the herd. Atohk had witnessed that 
if another in the herd was wounded by a dori who was infected with the blight, that dori would 
also begin to show signs of the sickness. 
  The sound of the waves below him cascaded about his ears. 
  They were trapped now. 
  They couldn’t go back through the forest; not with the Y’vaere stalking them. They 
couldn’t follow the cliffs tema, to the thatan horizon; that would bring them into the court of 
God where their blood would boil and they’d burst into flames. 
   They also couldn’t venture resa, to the land of the ice goddess, Dene, forever enveloped 
by the cold dark. The only real choices were Hetta, into the sea and Inessa, behind them, back 
into the woods. 
 But of course they couldn’t. They were trapped between the cliffs and the edge of the 
forest behind them. 



  The Dahk was supposed to give her divine revelation about their situation that night at 
the fire; but Atohk had ceased to believe in her gods and their ability to intervene. The gods 
had stood by as Tressa was killed by the Yvaere, and Atohk could never forgive them for that. 
 She had been a strong warrior; brave and resourceful. She could hold her own with any 
of the Evehe warriors. 
Had Thamos not seen her power in battle? Atohk closed his eyes, trying to remember her face. 
She would still remain if he could remember her face. 
 Her dark black eyes; her slender, misleading frame; the ferocity of the being inside 
herself which she could not contain… 
 “Atohk,” The voice was instantly recognizable. It was the Dahk. “What are you doing 
out here?” 
 “I’m thinking.” 
 A short, stubby man appeared behind the the Dahk and began laughing heartily. “An 
E’vehe warrior thinking?” 
 Atohk despised the little man. 
 Ysper was a servant to the Dahk. He was nothing. 
 How dare he address a member of the warriors with such disrespect? 
 The Dahk raised a hand to silence Ysper and the coward retreated behind his mistress. 
 “Atohk,” the Dahk spoke an airy, yet forceful voice which rose over the raging 
cacophony of the roaring waves below them. “Why do you sit here while the rest of us prepare 
for the revelation?” 
 He couldn’t really tell her that he no longer believed. No one could know. 
 “I’m troubled, Dahk,” He answered instead. 
 “By what, Atohk?” 
  “What have we done to God and the gods?” Atohk rose from his spot in the black grass, 
towering over the diminutive Ysper who disappeared further behind the Dahk. “Why have 
they cursed the dori and why do they send the Yvaere to kill us?” 
  The Dahk was silent. She just peered at Atohk with a almost pitying stare that made 
Atohk, though he didn’t know how, feel ashamed of even speaking the questions aloud. 
  “Why did Tressa-“ 
 The Dahk cut him off, “Don’t mourn, Tressa.” 
 Tears had begun to trickle out his eyes; he was ashamed of that too. Atohk turned to 
face the sea. 
 “Tressa is now one with all the ones who have come before and she will come again,” 
the Dahk said with a dismissive motion of her hand that caused a shiver to run through Atohk. 
  Will she? He wanted to confront the Dahk, but how could he? He could never… 
 “The ceremony begins soon, Atohk.” The Dahk said as she turned back around, towards 
camp. “We need all in attendance.” 
 “Don’t be late,” Ysper sneered. 
 Atohk just glowered at the short, paunchy man and it was enough to scare him into 
hurrying his pace back to the camp. 



Chapter Eleven 

Niv 

 Tero sucked in a gasping breath and sat upright. 
 “Bram!” He shouted into the darkness. 
 “Easy, easy,” a voice called; a voice he didn’t recognize. 
 “Who’s there?” 
 A figure stepped into the lantern light and sat beside Tero. 
 The quality of the voice was unfamiliar to Tero. It was a higher pitch and of a softer 
vocal timber than he had ever heard before. 
 “Ask him how he got out of the city?” He heard another soft yet stern voice call from 
the darkness. 
 “Hello? Where am I?” 
 “Was Iam there? Did he talk to you?” the voice continued. 
 “Don’t press him too much,” a voice in the darkness said. “He’s going to have to deal 
with a lot of new knowledge soon and he’s coming down from the black leaf as well as the 
tranquilizer.” 
 Tero’s eyes began to adjust to the light and he saw he was laying on a multicoloured rug 
with intricate designs. Incense smoke rose from censers around the room creating a hazy cloud 
that danced in the light streaming in from the opening of the tent. 
 “He saved him,” one of the voices said to another. “He dropped him off last night and 
he’s been asleep since then.” 
 “Not many people have ever met an Atlenite.” 
 “Few Atlenites have ever met one of us.” 
 His eyes continued to acclimatize to the light which was significantly brighter than he 
could remember. He squinted and tried to make out the faces of the figures in the tent. They 
were all slender in an elegant and unfamiliar way. 
  “I’m Tero,” he said, locking eyes with a figure at the end of his cot that stared at him 
with a intensity he found unnerving. 
 “Yrsa,” the unfamiliar figure said flatly in that same higher timber that all these 
strangers seemed to share. 
  “Girls,” a darker, more stern voice called to the figures in the room who laughed and 
began departing out the mouth of the tent. 
 One of these girls, stopped to talk with the stern figure and said, “We’ll be just outside 
the tent.” 
 “I don’t anticipate we’ll have any problems, Biorix,” the stern figure waved the others 
out of the tent and came to sit beside Tero. 
 “How are you feeling, Tero?” 
 “You know my name?” 



 “I know a lot about you, Tero,” the figure passed Tero a wooden bowl filled with water 
that he received gratefully and downed in a few ravenous gulps. “My name is Susset. You’re 
safe here with us.” 
 “I was having a dream about Atohk,” Tero said. “It felt so real.” 
 “The dust used to knock you out has been known to elicit intensely vivid dreams. It 
should pass in a few days,” Susset said and brought a damp cloth to Tero’s forehead. 
  “Where is Bram?” 
 Susset pursed her lips and shook her head. 
 “I need to find Bram,” he began to push himself up but Susset put a kind hand on his 
chest and shook her head again. 
 “You must rest and prepare yourself,” Susset said. 
 “For what?” 
 “Knowledge,” Susset said in a tone that chilled Tero. “And change.” 
  Susset passed him some pieces of hearty bread and he began to eat. 
 “There are things about the world that have been kept from you and it will be very 
jarring to say the least when those truths are revealed,” Susset said. “I don’t want to overwhelm 
you so I will start small. You are now outside of Atlen and the enclaves.” 
  Tero laughed. “There is no outside. The great war destroyed the world and Atohk-” 
  “Yes, there was a great war. Yes, it was very destructive. Immensely destructive. But it 
did not destroy the world. We are in Tul, in the village of Niv. Atlen is a plateau locked in by 
mountains on all four sides and you’d have no way of knowing that you’re being lied to about a 
world outside its walls,” Susset said. 
 “Then how did you get me out?” 
 “We didn’t,” Susset said. “Iam did.” 
 “Who’s Iam?” 
 “One thing at a time,” Susset said and offered him more water. “The people of Tul have 
lived in this basin south of the mountains for many generations. After the great war the people 
who were weary of war rejected their partisan brethren and banded together to create Tul. A 
place for everyone. We didn’t even know about Atlen until Iam started bringing out the 
women,” Susset said. 
  “Women?” Tero stopped drinking to give Susset a confused look. 
  Susset paused and nodded, knowingly. 
  “There’s another thing you’ve been lied to about. There is an entire other kind of 
person, Tero. They’re called females. Women.” 
 His blank stare coaxed Susset to elaborate. 
 “I am a woman, Tero. There are men like you and all the others you’ve known. But 
there are also women. Both a man and a woman are needed in order to make children,” Susset 
said. 
  “No, that’s not true,” Tero shook his head. “Babies come from the hatchery after an 
adult worker dies. They are renewed at the hatchery after the Fyre.” 
  There was laughter at the mouth of the tent. 



  “Stop it,” Susset called to the women. “He has much to unlearn. It’s not his fault this 
knowledge has been kept from him.” She turned to Tero and touched his hand gently. “I don’t 
want to overwhelm you. Just lay here and try to rest.” 
 She stood up and exited the tent and closed the flaps at the entrance, entombing Tero in 
the dark. 
 He lay back on the rug, thinking. 



Chapter Twelve 

History 
 Others had caused the end of the world but it was humans who took most of the blame. 
Caligastia thought the others of his kind were impeding the progress of humanity by holding 
back certain technology from them. He rebelled against the others with a handful of those who 
agreed with Caligastia. 
 The rebellion caused the war, which now included weaponry that the humans in their 
infantile stage were not prepared to harness and the world as it was was destroyed and sent 
backward. 
 Atohk could remember the time of cities and culture before the war, before the blight. 
Humans devolved into partisan factions that hoarded their resources and territories from one 
another. 
  Tero remembered the sealing of Atlen somehow even though it was an event 
generations before his existence. He remembered the construction of the city for Caligastia 
and beings like him and he remembered in their absence how Atohk and his tribe used its 
vacant, haunted shell as the beginning human habitation in Atlen. And he remembered how it 
fell into chaos and partisan fragmentation. 



Chapter Thirteen 

The Eye of the Moon 

 Susset returned later, Tero couldn’t tell how much time had passed. She brought more 
food and water with her which had an intense and pleasurable flavour. 
“The dreams are still very powerful,” Tero said after a long silence. 
  “Tell me more about them?” Susset said, sipping her own hot tea from a wooden bowl. 
 “I feel like I’m there, some of it like I’m watching but that it has already happened as if 
it’s history, but some of it comes to me as memories as though they were there the whole time 
and I’m just recalling” Tero said. 
  “What is happening?” 
  “I saw the effects of the great war and I see Atohk, but the world looks very different 
than I’ve been told. There’s black grass. There are beasts that carry a disease and mentions of 
beings whom even man is subservient to.” 
  Susset nodded. “Your dreams speak wise truths you could not know but somehow do. I 
would ask that you consciously listen to your dreams and tell me what you see from now on.” 
  “Does the name Caligastia mean anything to you,” Tero asked and Susset almost 
dropped her bowl and the tea sloshed around inside, splashing over the lip and landing on the 
dirt floor. 
 “How could you know about any of this,” she spoke to the air more than she did Tero. 
“Your dreams are a gift, Tero. Believe in them.” 
“After the black leaf I . . .” Tero stammered before continuing. “It’s like it’s awoken something in 
me. Like there are two of me. The before and the after . . . or, not after, always been but hidden . 
. . dormant.” 
 “Once you’re finished your food I’d like to take you around camp and introduce you to 
some of the women here,” Susset said. 
 It was the first time he’d left the tent and as he exited a wave of vertigo overtook him 
and his knees buckled. Their encampment was nestled between the outer rock face of the 
mountain and a steep drop that fell away in a open expanse larger than anything Tero could’ve 
ever thought possible in his old life as a worker in the enclaves.  In the enclaves there was only 
flat dusty dirt and fields of black leaf. They were sandwiched between the mountain and the 
mines burrowed inside and the oppressive wall of Alten. Until now that’s all he believed there 
to be. But now … now. 
  His head throbbed with the conflicting knowledge of the size of the world as he’d been 
bred to believe it and the scope of what he was seeing with his own eyes. 
 He started to cry and touched the dirt which seemed so unfamiliar and alien. 
  “Was none of it real?” He looked up a Susset through glazed, wet eyes. “Was it all a lie?” 
  “I know none of this is easy for you, Tero.” Susset touched his shoulder, gently; her 
stern voice belying the softness of her soul. “There’s more you’ll uncover as we show you what 
the world really is. This is Niv. The centre of operations for the Eye of the Moon. Do you see 
the lights at the far west of the basin? That is the capital city of Tul. It’s called Ar’mot.” 



  After a few sombre moments, Tero picked himself up stepped towards the edge of the 
cliff that fell away into the basin. 
  “There are only women living in Niv?” Tero asked. 
  Susset nodded. “Only women are part of the Eye of the Moon.” 
  “Why am I here?” 
  “Iam entrusted you to us. He told me you were special and needed to be protected. I 
agree,” Susset said. 
  “When can I meet Iam?” 
  “That’s not something I can tell you. Iam shows himself when he wishes and I have no 
way of knowing when or where that is,” Susset said. 
  “Surely you must have some way of contacting him,” Tero said. 
  “We only ever see him when he drops another Morsa in our camp and then he leaves,” 
Susset said. 
  “Morsa?” 
  “Come. I need to give you a proper introduction,” Susset said and and lead Tero to a 
larger central tent where the girls were sitting. The girls turned excitedly to look at the strange 
Atlenite who’d appeared in their camp. Except for Yrsa who was the last to meet his eye and 
when she did he saw a darkness, a hatred that knotted up Tero’s insides. He broke eye contact 
with Yrsa and tried to look at anything else but he could still feel her seething anger against his 
skin. The other women seemed fascinated in Tero’s presence. They were all asking him 
questions and trying to be closer to him. He couldn’t differentiate their voices until Susset 
clapped her hands together. 
 “Alliberats,” Susset said over the women’s overlapping voices and clapped two more 
times. The women were quiet and Susset continued to speak. “This man’s name is Tero. He 
came to us from within the walls of the mountain. Iam rescued him as well.” 
 “Why did he rescue a man?” One of the women asked. 
 Susset ignored her inquiry and continued, “Tero’s presence marks the beginning of a 
new stage in our purpose as the Eye of the Moon. The end is nearing and retribution will be 
met upon the clerics and the officials of Atlen who have so mercilessly subjugated and 
humiliated our brothers and sisters for generations. Their legacy of deceit will produce no 
more fruit. The time of the Eye of the Sun is at its end.” 
 Tero turned to stare at Susset numbly. How could I be any help when I know so little of 
the real world? 
 “We must wait in Niv for news from Iam about what we are to do next but I am told the 
news will come shortly and with it, the end of Atlen and the Tira.” 
 The women cheered and shouted. 
 “The chill is coming. Please join me by the fire,” Susset exited the tent and the women 
began to file out into the cold night. Yrsa shoved past Tero to exit the tent in front of him, 
giving him a cold sneer. 
 “Don’t mind her,” the women Tero remembered as Biorix said, walking into step beside 
him. “Yrsa hates every man.” 
 “Do you hate men?” 



 “I know that there are evil men and good men. Not all men are good but also, not all 
men are evil,” Biorix said. 
 “Why did she call you Alliberats?” Tero asked. 
 “Before we were freed by Iam. We were the breeders of the babies who would appear in 
your hatcheries and then your education centres. After we were rescued by Iam we became 
Alliberats. It means ‘freed ones’ in the language of Susset’s people,” Biorix said. 
 “Susset kept mentioning Morsa,” Tero said. “Who are Morsa?” 
 “We are,” Biorix said. “We all are Morsa. It means ‘the ones who give birth’. We were 
kept underneath the city of Atlen in waiting chambers when we weren’t in the birthing centres. 
Depending on how many new workers were needed after each Fyre, we would be impregnated 
and then carry the baby until we gave birth. If it was female she’d be raised in the waiting 
chambers as a future Morsa. If it was a boy it would be immediately sent to the hatchery and to 
keep up the illusion and they could control the sex of the baby so there were always enough 
male babies replacing those purged in the Fyre. Of course I only know about all this after I was 
freed by Iam. Back when I was a Morsa, I just remember the surreal solitude of the waiting 
chambers where I was totally alone but could hear the moans and cries of other Morsa around 
me. Then there was the panicked feeling of being restrained during the conception and then 
that same surreal isolation of the birthing centres, together yet separate, waiting until the baby 
arrived.” 
 “That’s awful. I’m sorry,” Tero hung his head. 
  “It’s not like you knew it was happening. You didn’t even know women existed before 
today,” Biorix replied. 
  “Do you know how many children you had?” 
  “I’ve had eight. Five boys and three girls. The girls came as triplets.” 
  “Triplets?” 
  “They all came at the same time,” Biorix said. 
  “Morsa can have more than one baby at once?” 
  “It’s unusual but it happens. Also, don’t refer to anyone else as Morsa. The women who 
were once Morsa can use that word but if Yrsa ever heard you calling anyone a Morsa she 
might stab you,” Biorix said. “And she’d call you Tira while doing it.” 
  “What does Tira mean?” 
  “It’s a them. The Atlenites. The tyrants. We call them Tira,” Biorix said. “They’re the 
male rulers of Atlen who dictate and implement the way life works.” 
  They reached the fire and most of the women were already surrounding it, warming 
themselves by its flames. In the distance, Tero could see little glints of light in the twilight that 
was wrapping itself around the basin, enveloping it in its dark arms. 
  The largest collection of lights was where Susset had pointed to the city of Ar’mot. 
 “What are the other smaller collections of lights separated from Ar’mot?” 
  “Those are some of the villages of Tul. Honestly, I haven’t been around the basin much 
except for Niv and Ar’mot. I’m told the villagers don’t care very much for the Eye of the Moon 
or for Niv. In a lot of ways I think they’re as isolated as those in the worker enclave. They have 
their own superstitions and mythologies about how the world works and I think they view us 



as witches of some kind or another,” Biorix said, smirking. “Not that they’re all that wrong. I 
guess we kind of are witch-like.” 
  “How do you mean?” 
  “We’re all women who keep to ourselves, in the shadows, away from the others. Our 
practices are secretive and we exist in this village of tents surrounding a fire,” Biorix said. “Or 
at least we were all women before you showed up.” 
  The women began passing around wooden bowls of a warm tea and Biorix started to 
offer one to Tero but Yrsa stepped between them and swatted the bowl away, spilling its 
contents on the logs of the fire which sizzled away into vapour. 
  “What have you been telling him, Biorix?” Yrsa hissed. “I don’t trust this Tira. How can 
we be sure he isn’t some kind of spy.” 
  “Yrsa, sit down,” Susset bellowed from the darkess. She came nearer and the flickering 
flames emphasized the shadowy contrast of the angry folds in her skin as her face grit down in 
an intimidating glare. “Iam brought him to us and we must trust in he who saved us all. If Iam 
believes this Atlenite is instrumental in our insurrection against the Tira, than we must believe 
in Iam.” 
  Yrsa moodily stomped off into the darkness and entered a tent. 
  Biorix handed Tero a fresh bowl of the tea and smiled weakly. 
  “I’m sorry, Tero.” 
  “No. I understand. If my only experience of men was being treated the way you all 
were, I’d hate men too,” he said and took a sip of the tea. 



Chapter Fourteen 

Cleaning Branta 

 The next morning Tero was feeling more like himself. He exited the tent and found 
some of the women preparing food. The main fire in the centre of the camp had burned down 
and one of the women was tending to a much smaller fire where she was rubbing pieces of 
meat with spices and oil and then skewering them onto a sharpened tree branch. She lay the 
branch across two thicker branches that were jutting out of the ground on either side of the fire 
and high enough above it that the flames didn’t touch the branch and the meat. She grabbed a 
second sharpened branch and started rubbing more meat with spices and oil and running 
them through with the branch. 
 Tero sat down beside the women. “What is it you’re making?” 
 “It’s called Tar’sala,” the women said. “After a hunt we take the meat and cut them into 
strips and lay them on this berchu leaf.” She pointed to the massive tear-shaped leaf that was 
larger than Tero’s head. “Then we gather roots and spices from the basin and add them along 
with eggs and oil and bake them. Have you never prepared food before?” 
 Tero shook his head. “All our food was provided for us. And it never tasted as 
wonderful as the food you’ve given me.” 
 “That’s too bad,” the woman looked pained, and pursed her mouth sympathetically. 
“My name is Inana.” 
 “I’m Tero.” 
 “Yes, we all know you. Everyone’s talking about you,” Inana smiled. 
 “They are?” 
 “You are different,” Inana said. 
 “I am?” 
 “The Tira are evil. The men in Ar’mot are stupid and boorish. You are none of those 
things,” Inana said. “You have a kindness in your eyes that gives me hope. I can already 
understand why Iam chose you.” 
 “Have you met Iam?” 
 “He saved me yes, but I don’t remember him. I was in the birthing centre, there was a 
warm, bright light, and then . . . then I was here,” Inana said. “I was met by Susset and Biorix 
but I never got to meet the one who saved me.” 
 Tero just nodded. 
 There was a rustling in the woods behind Tero and his heart sunk into his stomach and 
he fell back on his palms.  
 Yrsa stormed out of the trees carrying two dead foul in each hand. She saw Tero sitting 
by Inana and glared at him. She shoved the dead birds into his lap and sourly told him to clean 
them up and pull his weight before she stomped off further into the camp. 
 “She really hates me,” Tero said as he watched her leave. 
 Inana didn’t say anything. 
 “So how do I . . . uh,” Tero stammered. 



 “How do you clean the Branta?” She smiled. “I just prepare them. You’ll have to asked 
Biorix.” She pointed over Tero’s shoulder where Biorix was waiting. 
 “I see Yrsa left you some branta,” Biorix said, clapping Tero on the shoulder.  “Come 
with me. I’ll teach you how to clean them.” 
 Tero waved at Inana as they left and she smiled sweetly and waved back. 
 There was a table near the back of the camp that looked like it was well used; sporting 
knife marks and blood stains and a smell that was overpowering. Tero began to breathe 
through his mouth. 
 Biorix noticed and laughed, clapping him on the shoulder again. 
 “Here Tero,” she handed him a large knife. “We’ll want to pluck the feathers along the 
breast bone.” She dropped one of the branta onto her side of the table and another one closer 
to Tero. “I’ll show you on mine and you can follow along on yours. Simply grip the feathers 
and pull up,” Biorix started ripping the feathers out of the branta’s chest. “There is a bone 
running along the centre of the chest and you want to uncover from the neck of the branta all 
the way down that bone to the base of the bone to give yourself a nice opening for skinning.” 
 Tero followed along and Biorix could see he wasn’t pulling hard enough. 
  “Grip the feathers and pull up, Tero. You’ll need a fair amount of force behind it,” Biorix 
said. “All right, now that we have that area cleaned we use the knife to make a cut from the top 
of the cleared area all the way down. Now pull one of the edges up and begin making short 
slices with the knife so as to separate the meat with the outer skin. You have to pull the same 
time as you cut the fat away from the meat.” 
Biorix watched as Tero copied her movements.  
  “It’s a good idea to cut far down and make as big a cavity as you can because it’ll make it 
a lot easier when it comes time to get the meat off,” Biorix said. “Now when that side is done 
flip the branta around and do the other side.” 
  She waited until Tero was done with the other side to hand him an even larger knife.  
  “Now take this knife and cut down along the breast bone until you feel the bones of the 
ribs and then you cut along the ribcage. It’s important that you get in as far as you can, almost 
into the neck and then cut back along the ribs,” Biorix pulled out a massive chunk of meat 
from the branta. “There, that’s one branta breast. Now do the other side and then do the other 
two branta there. And once you clean them all we’ll take what’s left of the branta to Susset. She 
has other uses for the branta skin, feathers and other innards.” 
  After the second branta, Tero was more confident about his abilities and finished 
cleaning the final bird must faster. Inana came buy and laid the eight branta breasts onto 
berchu leaves and returned to her fire. 
  Biorix instructed Tero to grab two of the branta carcasses and follow her to  Susset 
where they dropped them off outside her tent. 
 “I think you’ve earned some food,” Biorix said. 
 Yrsa, who was within earshot, scoffed and rolled her eyes. 



Chapter Fifteen 

Archery 

 “Yrsa was supposed to be the one to teach you how to use a bow but she seems to have 
left the camp at the moment so I guess I’ll be teaching you this as well,” Biorix said. 
 Tero and Biorix were a ways out from the main camp in a clearing further down the 
mountain. He saw there were targets set up on stumps around the clearing and fastened to 
trees at its edge. 
  “Before we get into anything to do with the bow I need to test your dominant eye,” 
Biorix said. 
  “My what?” 
  “Extend your arms out in front of you and create a triangle with your first fingers and 
thumbs of each hand,” Biorix modelled it for him. “Center the triangle on that nearest target 
there.” 
  “Okay,” Tero said. 
 “Now, close your left eye.” 
 “Okay.” 
 “What happened?” 
 “Nothing,” Tero said. “What’s supposed to happen.” 
 “Now close your right eye.” 
 “Oh.” 
 “Did it move a little to the left?” 
 “Yah.” 
 “That means you’re right eye dominant,” Biorix said. “I am too.” 
 “Is that good?” 
 “It isn’t good or bad. It just is.” 
 Biorix picked up a bow and handed it to Tero. 
 “This is a bow. Hold it by the grip here in the middle, this is the lower limb,” she 
pointed below the grip. “And this is the upper limb. Now this is just a stick without the string. 
The string is made of the sinew of the dori we hunt, sometimes Tetragnat silk.” 
 “Tetragnats?” 
 “They’re pretty awful creatures but we haven’t come across many of them in quite a long 
time so it’s just as well,” Biorix said. “Do you see these loops at the ends of the string? Well, we 
place one of the loops around the grooves at the top bow tip and bottom of the bow? Those are 
called nocks. The we take the other loop and run it loose along the top of the bow. Now step 
one leg through the bow and rest the bottom bow tip on the top of your foot so that the bow 
curves around it.” 
 Tero complied and looked over at Biorix to see that he was following correctly. She 
nodded. 
 “Good. Now apply even pressure to the top bow tip and push it down while pulling the 
bow string into place around the grooves of the top bow tip.” 



 There was a short click as the string snapped into place. 
  “There. Now, this is an arrow,” she held it up to Tero. “The triangular point on the end is 
called the arrowhead. On this other side is the nock. It’s has two ridges and in between is 
where the nock fits into the string. These feathers on the three sides of the arrow are called 
fletching and are made from branta feathers. The fletching helps the arrow fly through the air 
more accurately. Let me show you.” 
  Biorix clipped the nock against the string and rested the shaft of the arrow against her 
thumb that wrapped around the grip. She pulled back on the string and brought the arrow to 
eye-level. She aimed down into the clearing where a target was set up and let the arrow fly. 
There was a resonant thud from the other end of the clearing and Tero could see Biorix had 
managed to sink the arrow into the target fairly close to the centre. 
  “Does that make sense?” Biorix turned to Tero and motioned for him to have a try. 
 He stepped up to where Biorix had been and grabbed an arrow. He nocked the arrow as 
he’d seen Biorix do and then nervously looked back at her before pulling back on the string. It 
was much harder to pull back than Biorix made it seem and he groaned. Biorix laughed and it 
startled Tero who prematurely let the string go and it slapped back with a dull thlack, 
launching the arrow not even 10 feet in front of him. 
  Biorix continued to laugh and Tero looked back at her sheepishly. 
  “It’s alright. That was your first time. Let me instruct you,” Biorix came up from behind 
Tero and motioned for him to raise the bow in front of him. “Put your body in line with the 
target like there’s a string running through each hip and out to the target and you’ve got to 
keep it taught. Grip the bow in the centre of your thumb and first finger,” Biorix touched his 
other hand and brought it up to the string. “We’ll use your first three fingers to pull back the 
bowstring. The bowstring should rest in the groove of your top knuckles and the arrow’s nock 
should be between your first finger and your middle finger.” 
 “Like this?” 
 Biorix nodded. 
 “Now raise the bow to shoulder height your right elbow should be slightly higher than 
your right hand,” Biorix said. “You might want to use your arms in pulling the bow back but 
that’ll only tire you out and cause you to underdraw the string. When you draw the bowstring 
back you want to use your back muscles. Imagine squeezing your shoulder blades together, 
that always helps me.” 
  “No wonder I couldn’t do it on my first try. You didn’t tell me any of this,” Tero said. 
  “That’s true,” Biorix chuckled. “I should tell you about your anchor point. It’s a point on 
your face that draw the string to in order to ensure that you draw it the same way each time. 
For me it’s this birthmark halfway between my mouth and my ear. You can decide whatever 
works best for you. You’ll discover for yourself what works through practice. 
  “Now, aiming. See this notch in the bow a little ways up from the grip? That’s the spot 
you aim for. Try to line up the centre of the target with that notch. Depending on the distance 
you’ll have to adjust how high or low you aim above or below the target, but in terms of left to 
right, you want to line up the target with that notch. Making sense?” 
 Tero hesitantly nodded. 



 “Okay, now keep your bow arm steady and push you fingers on the bowstring out of 
the way of the string. The string will snap forward and your arrow will launch towards the 
target. But you also have to follow through.” 
 “Follow through?” 
 “After you’ve let go of the bowstring, your draw hand should continue moving 
backwards until it reaches the bottom of your ears. This movement will also naturally cause the 
bow to tilt forward a bit and this follow through ensures that all the energy in the bow is sent 
cleanly to the arrow,” Biorix took a few steps away from Tero and motioned for him to try it 
himself. 
 Tero took in a deep breath and tried to follow all the advice he’d received. He tried to go 
over all of it in his head.  
 “Nock the arrow. Hips in line with the target. Three fingers on the bowstring. Bow 
raised shoulder height. Pull back using back muscles. To the middle of my cheek. Aim the 
notch at the target,” he let go of the string and the arrow shot forward and sunk into the target 
remarkably close to Biorix’s arrow. 
 “Great shot, Tero,” Biorix shouted from behind him and clapped her hands. 
  There was another clapping sound from inside the forest behind them. Yrsa stepped out 
of the branches and continued to clap, sardonically. 
  “Tira gets a lucky shot,” Yrsa sneered.  
 “My name is Tero.” 
 “He’s learning very fast, Yrsa.” Biorix said. 
 “Should we be teaching a man our ways?” 
 “Iam trusts him. Susset trusts him. Why should we not trust him?” 
 “Why? Because he’s a man, Biorix. Have you forgotten our time in Atlen?” 
 “Tero’s not one of the men who hurt us,” Biorix said. 
 Yrsa silently glowered at Tero before turning and heading back into the woods. “I see 
through you Tira,” Yrsa said before disappearing among the leaves and branches. 



Chapter Sixteen 

Before the Journey 

 Tero spent a week with the women in the camp learning more skills, speaking with 
more of the women but getting to know Biorix more so than the rest. Yrsa continued to 
sneered at him when she saw him but she seemed to spend a lot of time away from camp. 
 Biorix had taken him down into the basin where there was a river and she taught him 
how to fish. On their fishing trip they managed to bring back enough to fill most of the 
smoking hut. Biorix said that they would return to the fish in a few days to start the next part 
of the process in preparation for their journey. 
  Tero had asked where they were going and Biorix had said she only knew that Susset 
wanted to show him the basin, other than that she didn’t know. 
  Tero continued to practice archery and learn about the plants and animals native to the 
region. Inana showed Tero how to milk a dori; enough to fill four pails. Biorix brought two 
wooden bowls that were almost spheres with only a small opening at the top. Biorix filled the 
spheres with dori milk and then covered them with a leather sleeve. 
  “We’ll shake these for awhile until the milk separates and we’ll have butter,” Biorix said. 
  His arms quickly became tired but he tried not to make it noticeable since Biorix 
looked like it wasn’t a strain at all. The shaking went on for much longer than Tero hoped it 
would but at the end when they removed the leather sleeve there was a hard yellowish mass in 
the sphere. Biorix took the sphere from Tero and drained the excess milk into a different 
container before taking the butter out and placing it on the table. 
 “We have flour that we’ve traded from Ar’mot that we’ll use add to this recipe,” Biorix 
said. “We’re running low now on flour so we’ll have to trade for more on our trip.” 
 “We’ll be going to Ar’mot. I’m assuming I’m coming along?” Tero smiled. 
 Biorix nodded. 
 “What’s Ar’mot like? Is it like Atlen?” 
 “I never got to see Atlen. All the Morsa were kept separate and I knew nothing else 
until I came to Niv. Ar’mot is large and crowded and I find it overwhelming. I much prefer the 
quiet nature of Niv,” Biorix said. 
  She brought out a long elliptical bowl that she coated with the flour and then portioned 
in some of the butter and added milk. She kneaded them all together until they made a dough. 
She flattened them out into patties and placed them on the table. 
  “There, that’s one batch you try,” Biorix said. 
  Tero put the flour, butter, and milk into the elliptical bowl and kneaded them until they 
were all mixed and proper consistency and started making patties with the dough as he’d seen 
Biorix do. 
  They took the patties down to the central fire and Biorix began to lay them out on the 
rocks around the fire.  
  “We want to bake the dough by placing them close enough to heat them but not 
enough to burn them,” Biorix said. “We’ll come back in a while but in the meantime we’ll cut 



some of that branta meat into slices and place them on this branch above the fire and they 
should be ready by around the time the sun falls behind the mountain.” 
  “Tar’sala, yes. Inana showed me how to make it,” Tero said. 
  “That’s good. Pretty soon you’ll know exactly how everything works around here,” 
Biorix said. “By tomorrow morning we’ll have everything ready for our journey into the basin.” 
  “How many of us are going?”  
  “You and I, of course. Inana, Vera, Sen, and Yrsa,” Biorix said. 
 “Yrsa?” 
 “You don’t want her to come along?” 
 “No, it’s not that. I don’t think she wants me to come along,” Tero said sheepishly aware 
of the tone in which he’d said her name. “Yrsa kind of scares me.” 
 Biorix threw her head back and laughed, heartily. 
 “She has her walls,” Biorix said. “No doubt about that. They are there for a reason, but I 
hope someday she’ll let you see beyond those barriers. Honestly, I think she’s scared of you 
too.” 
  “Of me?” 
 “Of all Tira,” Biorix said. 
 “I’m not a-” 
 “You look like Tira to her. All men are Tira to her,” Biorix said. “Be patient and maybe 
some day she’ll recognize that you are not Tira. As I have.” 
 That night in Niv, Susset held a ceremony Biorix called Excra’pa. She said it meant: 
before the journey. 
  Every time before a group of Alliberats left Niv, they’d hold the ceremony in 
thankfulness for their community and as protection on their journey until they once again 
returned to Niv. 
  There was food and Pori and drunken dancing. There was laughter and the sharing of 
stories from past journeys. 
  Vera, a woman Tero had not had the opportunity to interact with very much, had 
recounted a story by the flickering flame of the fire about one of her first journeys when she 
crossed a Tetragnat. 
  After the fourth cup of Pori and more than a few puffs of black leaf, Tero’s head was 
starting to become light and it felt like he was floating. Everything was joyous and he couldn’t 
stop this giddy feel welling up inside him from bursting out. 
 He looked over and noticed that even Yrsa was smiling and laughing. That is, until she 
noticed he was looking at her and then her face grit down in an acerbic rebuke. Tero quickly 
looked away and then Biorix came over to talk with him. 
 The rest of the night fused together in a undifferentiated moment of laughter and 
dance; movement and stillness. 
  Eventually they all fell asleep. 



Chapter Seventeen 

The Basin 

 Morning greeted him with a coarse pounding behind his temples. His throbbing head 
pulsed with a distracting ache that caused him to squint. 
 “Morning,” Biorix seemed too awake than he assumed she should be for the events of 
the previous night. 
 Biorix passed him a pipe filled with some black leaf. 
 “This’ll help, but don’t smoke too much,” Biorix smiled. “We have a very long day ahead 
of us.” 
 The sun was just beginning to cast an orange glow on the basin below Niv. The embers 
of the fire were still emitting a dull heat that warmed him on one side while the wind wafting 
through the dew chilled the other. Tero sat up and saw most of the women were still sleeping 
on the ground around the fire pit at the centre of camp but Inana, Vera, Sen, Biorix and Yrsa 
were already standing at the edge of camp putting supplies into satchels. 
 “Ready?” Biorix smiled, passing him a satchel that was already packed. 
 “It’s so light. There’s so much empty space here,” Tero said as he put the satchel on his 
back. 
 “Now there is,” Biorix said. “We’ll be carrying a lot back when we return. We do require 
some things to trade for what we need to bring back but other than that we want to keep our 
packs light.” 
  Yrsa started walking and that was the cue for everyone else to follow her, which 
everyone did wordlessly. 
  They followed a path for a distance before it ended abruptly and they entered the trees.  

to be continued 
  


